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Abstract: This paper investigates the opportunities offered by floating car data (FCD) to infer
delivering activities. A discrete trip-chain order model (within the random utility theory) for light
goods vehicles (laden weight less than 3.5 tons) is hence proposed, which characterizes delivery tours
in terms of the number of stops/deliveries performed. Thus, the main goal of the study is to calibrate
a discrete choice model to estimate the number of stops/deliveries per tour by using FCD, which can
be incorporated in a planning procedure for obtaining a preliminary assessment of parking demand.
The data used refer to light goods vehicles operating in the Veneto region. The database contains
more than 8000 tours undertaken in 60 working days. Satisfactory results have been obtained in
terms of tour estimation and model transferability.

Keywords: floating car data (FCD); tour production; tour modelling; origin-destination matrix; city
logistics; trip-chain order

1. Introduction

Freight vehicle origin–destination (O–D) matrices play a key role within the assess-
ment procedures of city logistics scenarios, and the simulation of delivery tours allows
these O–D flows to be obtained [1]. Usually, the proposed methods and models for O–D
flow forecasts exploit data from detailed ad hoc surveys, which could require a lot of
resources [2–4]. Currently, thanks to the large amount of data coming from advanced
vehicle monitoring, new opportunities germinate, guaranteeing detailed vehicle location
and spatial and temporal coverage. Surveys provide easily usable data (if the survey is
well structured) for model calibration (e.g., path choice model or mode choice) and these
could be used for O–D matrix estimation (one issue concerns the number of data needed
because the number of surveys is often limited). FCD allow us to trace the origin and the
destination of the travel (also providing the path followed) and, due to the high number
of collected points, they guarantee adequate spatial and temporal coverage. Thus, they
become useful to individuate the travel patterns or to build the O–D matrix. A weakness
of FCD can be related to the accuracy of GPS receivers, especially in urban areas where
the buildings constitute a barrier for the signal. This requires procedures to clean the
dataset [5,6]. Another aspect is the reliability of the data stored, for example if data on ve-
hicle speed/acceleration are available; when these values are unrealistic the record should
be eliminated [5].

In this paper, a model to characterize delivery tours (a tour is intended as a set of
consecutive trips undertaken by a vehicle starting and ending at vehicle depot location)
starting from an origin is specified and calibrated, and its transferability is indicated.
This model estimates the number of stops/deliveries performed by a light goods vehicle
during a tour. A dataset of FCD is used to calibrate the model. Besides this, an analysis
to individuate the characteristics of goods vehicle tours identifying patterns and daily
activity is performed. In particular, Nuzzolo and Comi [7] set up behavioral models using
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results from interviews with truck drivers which are city-specific and resource-consuming.
Nuzzolo et al. [8] outline the opportunity to use FCD for calibrating statistic-descriptive
models for O–D estimation, and subsequently Comi et al. [9] exploit FCD for estimating
zonal tour-order distribution. This study explores the opportunity to model tour order
by discrete choice models exploiting the opportunity offered to build a model through
a large dataset of automated data from vehicles. Thus, a new discrete trip-chain order
model is calibrated by FCD and is used for inferring delivery patterns as well as delivery
impacts on city traffic. The validation is performed by testing the model sensitivity to
predict changes in model attributes. The paper thus evolves through an application in
order to gain insight into the activity of freight vehicles and its impact on traffic and, in
particular, on the parking time requirements.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reports a literature review, while Section 3
reports the model formulation. In Section 4, the data analysis and the model calibration are
reported. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions and suggests further developments of
this study.

2. Background

Different modelling approaches are available in the literature for pointing out delivery
patterns, which are useful for simulating freight flows. The models can be distinguished
into models to simulate the O–D flow of commodities or of freight vehicles, and models
developed for tour formation.

The commodity models allow us to take into consideration the mechanism underlying the
freight demand production/generation [1,10–14]. They are supported by ad hoc surveys [15,16]
designed to bring out the motivation and nature of freight movements [17,18]. However,
models for quantity or delivery exchanges have been proposed, which have been mainly
designed to provide support for different levels of planning. At the strategic level, the
models highlight in depth the mechanism underlying demand production, and the quantity
of O–D freight flows are indicated [1]. At the tactical/operative level, the models indicate
the definition of delivery tours and hence the vehicle used. Subsequently, from the delivery
O–D matrices, the freight vehicle O–D matrices are obtained. These, interacting within the
assignment model, allow the link flows to be forecast and hence the link performances and
external impacts of a given city’s logistics scenario to be estimated and evaluated.

Different descriptive modelling approaches that include tour formation are available
in the literature. They can be classified as proposed by Thoen et al. [19]: mathematical
optimization, tour (trip-chain)-order based and entropy based.

The mathematical optimization-based approaches apply vehicle routing and assume
that the model sufficiently reproduces the decision makers’ behaviors and that the con-
straints can be specified adequately [20–22].

The tour-order-based modelling approaches are mainly developed within the random
utility theory; however, different frameworks have been proposed moving from the step-
wise descriptive tour formation modelled by Hunt and Stefan [17] to the similar incremental
tour building procedures for converting commodity flows to vehicles ones [23–25].

Finally, entropy-based freight tour synthesis allows the consideration of tour forma-
tion [1–27] in freight O–D matrix estimation. It uses an entropy-based formulation to
find the most likely set of tours that matches constraints such as traffic counts or zonal
production/attractions.

In the past, most data needed for the above model calibration came from traditional
interviews, but currently the use of GPS devices (e.g., from mobile phones or vehicle black
box) to trace the vehicles makes available a large set of data allowing the analysis of spatial
and temporal tour patterns to be revealed [28–30]. These can support the development of
models for simulating freight movements [26,31,32]. In order to identify the vehicle freight
activities from GPS data (e.g., stops), algorithms have to be developed [33,34]. Vehicle stop
identification is a key aspect faced when analyzing the data, that can be very hard when
intermediate short stops (e.g., waiting at traffic lights, congestion) are detected [33,35–37].
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In this topic, Holguín-Veras et al. [34] proposed a procedure based on changes in speed and
acceleration to identify the stops of freight vehicles, while Alho et al. [33] compared some
algorithms developed with the aim of identifying the tour stops. Some methods ([38,39])
suggest extracting and evaluating vehicle stops by considering engine ignition, others are
based on speed ([40,41]).

To conclude, to the best of authors’ knowledge, there are limited FCD-based tour
formation models that have been validated for inferring delivery patterns and then for
estimating O–D vehicle flows to be used in scenario assessment. This shows that further
work needs to be done in this field, especially when the impact of different delivery
patterns has to be assessed. Given this desirability, this paper presents a trip-chain order
model which takes into account some land-use factors, such as the number of wholesalers,
inhabitants, and distance to the zone that requires service.

3. Model Formulation

The objective is to model the estimation of O–D vehicle flows in a way that is both
effective (i.e., reproducing the observed logistics patterns and link freight vehicle flows)
and (given the context of a large-scale urban freight model) efficient. The model is for-
mulated by analogy to the approach proposed by Nuzzolo and Comi [7]. Subsequently,
as aforementioned, the main advancement refers to model specification and calibration.
This allows us to take into consideration several logistical characteristics, such as shipment
size, vehicle type, and delivery time. In the modelling framework, O–D vehicle flows are
built by repeatedly selecting the delivery location from a set of possible alternatives until
number of stops/delivery locations of the tour is reached. The characterization of tours
in terms of the number of stops/deliveries performed is made through a trip-chain order
model, which is discussed below.

Given a study area, zoned into homogeneous subareas/zones, the number of tours To
[vnt] departing from zone o at time t and performed by vehicle type v with n stops (trips)
can be estimated as follows:

To[vnt] = To·p[t/o]·p[n/to]·p[v/nto], (1)

where

• To is the total number of tours with n trips departing from zone o at time interval t;
• p[t/o] is the probability/share of starting tours at time interval t starting from zone o;
• p[n/to] is the probability of tours with n trips, conditioned to start at time interval t

from zone o;
• p[v/nto] is the probability that the tour is performed by a vehicle of type v, conditioned

to perform n trips starting at time interval t from zone o.

Subsequently, the sequence of stop/delivery locations can be built according to the
procedure proposed by Nuzzolo and Comi [7].

Currently, FCD allow the vehicle’s movement to be tracked passively and the vehicle
tours to be revealed. Therefore, such an opportunity is discussed below and tested through
a large dataset available for light goods vehicles operating in the Veneto Region. In
particular, a random utility model for estimating the number of trips per tour (p[n/to]) is
set up.

4. Application
4.1. Study Area

The study area is the Veneto Region (Northern Italy) with seven provinces. It has
an area of 18,391 km2, 4,905,037 inhabitants, and more than 1.6 million employees. For
the purposes of this work, i.e., to indicate freight vehicle tours for investigating the O–D
vehicle flows within an urban area, the zoning (Figure 1) is made by considering as core
the province of Padua, with a more detailed zoning (104 traffic zones). In addition, the
other six provinces are divided into zones with a low level of zoning (36 zones).
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4.2. Data Analysis

Different fields of transportation engineering, such as planning and demand analysis,
can benefit from the large collection of traffic data from GPS sources, mobile data, and
automated traffic counts [19,34,42,43].

In order to investigate freight vehicle tours, a procedure analysis related to data on the
movements of light goods vehicles (laden weight less than 3.5 tons) collected in the Veneto
region (North Italy) is reported below. The aim is to highlight the structure of the tours in
relation to a set of attributes, such as length, travel time, and origin–destination. This helps
to define some aspects (e.g., travel distance, number of stops) to use in the estimation phase
(Section 4.3). The full available database consists of 1592 vehicles, corresponding to more
than 35,000 tours (more than 8500 for Padua) undertaken in 60 days from January to June
2018. The daily vehicle operation log record contains a set of information related to the
surveyed vehicle: vehicle identifier, date, timestamp, coordinates (geographical location:
latitude and longitude), instantaneous speed, type of road (urban, extra urban, freeway).
These data were processed in order to investigate delivery tour patterns and the tour/trip
performances.

A first analysis is on the tour pattern. Following Ruan et al. [24], four types of tours
are considered: single direct, multiple direct, single loading/unloading, and multiple
loading/unloading (peddling) (Figure 2). In a single direct tour, the vehicle makes only one
intermediate stop, while multiple direct tour involves multiple single direct trips from the
base location. Peddling considers more than one intermediate stop: in a single peddling
tour, the vehicle performs more than one intermediate stop and returns to the base. A
multiple peddling is an aggregation of single peddling tours (i.e., the vehicle goes back to
the base and performs another tour).
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Figure 2. Tour pattern.

In the investigated dataset, about 19% of tours are single direct tours (Figure 2a),
the single peddling tours are about 76% (Figure 2c), the multiple direct are about 0.4%
(Figure 2b), the multiple peddling about 4.60% (Figure 2d). In the multiple direct pattern,
the number of tours is from 1 to 3; in the single peddling, the number of trips per tour
ranges from 2 to 14; in the multiple peddling, the number of tours ranges from 2 to 5.

Figure 3 shows the analysis of tour patterns according to time of the day (p[t]). It can
be noted that about 75% of tours start from 05:00 to 10:00 a.m., with a peak in the time slice
from 7:00 to 8:00 (about 20%). Regarding the distribution of the number of trips per tour
(p[n]), Figure 4 plots the trend of the number of trips per tour: about 24% of the tours are
composed by two trips, followed by 20% of tours with one trip, 16% with three trips, and
so on, until a low percentage (about 0.20%) with more than 10 trips is reached. Considering
the whole dataset, the average number of trips per tour is 3.3.
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Figure 3. Tour distribution by time interval from Padua.
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Focusing on the province of Padua, from an analysis of the tour departure it emerges
that the tours starting from Padua province are 8520 (about 24% of the total investigated
tours). Of these tours, about 30% depart from the inner area of Padua. In relation to
the origin and destination of the trips, it emerges that about 24% have their origin and
destination inside the province of Padua, and about 10% have Padua as their origin and
the Veneto Region as their destination. The remaining are from the Veneto region to Padua
(5%) and from the Veneto region to the Veneto region (60%).

4.3. Estimation Results

This section presents the estimated trip-chain order model. Some assumptions have
been made in this application, in particular referring to Equation (1):

• if it is considered only a value for time t (i.e., day), then p[t/o] = 1;
• if considered only a type of vehicle (i.e., light goods vehicle), then p[v/nto] = 1.

The model was developed through an easy-to-implement procedure and does not
require further information than that available from FCD or census data. We distinguish
three types of explanatory variables/attributes: (1) instrumental variables, (2) location
variables, and (3) vehicle/goods type variables. Variables were added consecutively to
the models and removed when the p-value was higher than a target value, or when
multicollinearity was found.

The utility of performing a tour with n stops is calculated as follows (also considering
the previous assumptions):

Vn = ∑
k

βkXkn, (2)

where Xkn is the value of attribute k for the class of stops n, while βk are the parameters
to calibrate.

In Equation (3), the utility assigned to each alternative (in this case the alternative is
defined by the number of stops n) depends on a set of observed attributes and represents
the importance that each decision maker associates with the alternative.

Traditional approaches require establishment or driver surveys because of the micro-
data needed, e.g., origin of the tour, number of trips in the tour, and when the tour started.
The use of FCD overcomes the need to collect data by interviews, guaranteeing a consistent
set of data and a saving in terms of time and expenses. However, pre-processing is required
for selecting all records that provide info to characterize the tours performed.
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The selected tours operating within the study area were grouped into four classes
according to the number of stops/deliveries performed: tours composed of one trip, tours
composed of two trips, tours composed of three trips, and tours with more than three trips.

Given a zone of origin of a tour (o), the utility (V) for the above classes with respect to
the round-trip (n = 1) utility is calculated as follows:

Vn = βnc + βnAD·ADD + βnP·POP + βnkm·KM, (3)

where:

• ADD is the number of employees at the warehouse in the origin zone o;
• POP is the number of inhabitants in the origin zone o;
• KM is the average distance to travel from the origin zone o to all other zones within

the study area (in kilometers);
• βnc is the alternative specific attributes (ASA) for the alternative n.

The probability of performing a tour, which starts from origin o with n stops, is
evaluated within random utility theory. In particular, a multinomial logit specification is
used. In this way, the value of the probability is [44]:

p[n/to] = p[n/o] =
exp(Vn)

∑
n′

exp(Vn′)
, (4)

Thus, the number of tours is:

To[vnt] = To[n] = To·p[n/o] = To·
exp(Vn)

∑
n′

exp(Vn′)
, (5)

The calibration was performed using the generalized least squares (GLS) method,
by minimizing a function T that represents the distance between the observed and the
estimated tours. The data were aggregated for each origin zone (from where the tours
depart) of the study area and thus the number of tours for the four above classes (T̂o[n])
were obtained. Subsequently, the parameters (β) were estimated by solving the follow-
ing expression:

min
β

T = ∑
on

[
To[n]− T̂o[n]

]2, (6)

where To[n] is the simulated number of tours with n stops departing from zone o. The
estimated model parameters are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Calibrated parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

β2n 6.847 × 10−2 β3n 2.576 × 10−2 β4n 9.717 × 10−2

β2AD 1.004 × 10−4 β3AD 3.746 × 10−5 β4AD 8.650 × 10−5

β2POP −2.656 × 10−6 β3POP −3.046 × 10−6 β4POP −2.668 × 10−6

β2km 1.179 × 10−4 β3km 4.060 × 10−3 β4km 1.623 × 10−2

R2 = 0.99

The capability to reproduce the revealed observations was measured by the coefficient
of determination R2 (R2 = 1 − SSE/SST, where SSE is the sum of square errors and SST
is the total sum of squares) as well as by plotting the modelled and observed values for
each traffic zone of the study area (Figure 5). The ordinate and the abscissa of such a plot
have the same scale, in which case goodness of forecast is represented by any point on
the 45◦ degree line for which forecast = observed. The 45◦ degree line is then drawn to
facilitate interpretation of the scatter plots and can reveal some characteristics of forecasting:
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the estimates are slightly scattered, and the model reproduces actual delivery location
shares quite well. Correspondence between the regression line and the 45◦ degree line can
be considered simply the measure of reliability. A comparison of the orientation of the
regression lines and the 45◦ degree lines gives a visual representation of the relative quality
of the forecasts. In fact, the goodness of fit is quite high with a value of 0.98 showing that
the model yields good results, particularly because the results are less fluctuating. Besides
this, the reasonableness and the significance of estimated coefficients are verified, while
the model’s ability to reproduce the number of stops per tour of the sample was evaluated
through Figure 5. The model performance is assessed by comparing the observed tours with
the sample ones. For this aim, we calculated the coincidence ratio between the observed
and predicted frequency distribution of tours by the number of stops. A coincidence higher
than 80% is generally considered good in validating zonal freight distance distribution [19].
As the coincidence ratio is under 20% (absolute value), we can conclude that the calibrated
model reproduces quite well the aggregate tour statistics (Table 2).
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Figure 5. Model validation: observed vs. modelled tours.

Table 2. Coincidence ratio between observed and predicted distributions of the number of stops
and distance.

Stop Number Class Observed Tours Modelled Tours Coincidence Ratio

1 1234 1391 13%
2 1734 1685 −3%
3 1377 1622 18%
4 4043 3690 −9%

Total/Average 8388 8388 5%

4.4. Validation Results

Once the model has been specified and calibrated, its sensitivity in predicting changes
was investigated. In this way, the aim of this section is to apply the calibrated model (Table 1)
to other cities in order to check its goodness.

The above model is applied to the inner areas of six other provinces of the Veneto
Region (Table 3) for which the number of tours generated was obtained from previous
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studies [8,9]. In terms of the number of stops per tour, the model reproduces quite well
the distribution of tours departing from the investigated areas, e.g., for Treviso, the max-
imum difference between modelled and revealed shares is less than 5%. When travel
distance increases in the distribution network, fewer direct tours (e.g., Belluno) and fewer
tours in class 2 are predicted. Longer travel distance from the areas to serve leads to
higher transportation costs; therefore, wholesalers indicate distance savings, which may be
achieved by combining the location of their warehouses closer to the areas to serve and in
low-congestion ones. In addition, to gain insight into the activity of freight vehicles and its
impact on city traffic, the tours driving and the corresponding parking time requirements
can be explored. It is important to note that parking time requirements represent the
parking demand, while the number (and type) of parking available in the city represents
the parking supply. Below, we refer to the demand side and not the supply side of parking
space. It emerges that the stopping time for delivering depends on the number of tours
performed (Table 4).

Table 3. Results of trip-chain order model for selected areas.

Verona Rovigo Venice Treviso Vicenza Belluno

Attributes

Wholesale employees 9463 2112 3727 6597 7675 1270

Population 324,079 142,400 298,938 289,914 349,590 74,206

Average distance [km] 106.84 94.1 84.9 86.2 79.3 130.2

Tours

Tours per day (observed) 1083 976 2167 1558 1957 744

Tours/wholesale
employees-day 0.114 0.462 0.581 0.236 0.255 0.586

Tours/population-day 0.003 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.010

Tours/average distance 10.14 10.37 25.54 18.07 24.69 5.71

Stop number class

Class 1 11.13% 14.00% 19.62% 15.66% 17.78% 8.46%

Class 2 13.19% 12.84% 13.95% 15.21% 16.42% 8.58%

Class 3 9.36% 14.77% 13.14% 12.07% 11.57% 12.32%

Class 4 66.32% 58.39% 53.30% 57.07% 54.23% 70.65%

Table 4. Average parking and delivering times.

Stop Number Class Average Total Stop Time
[Minutes]

Average Tour Time
[Minutes]

Class 1 12.40 247.09
Class 2 114.80 255.29
Class 3 91.48 292.11
Class 4 84.95 280.54

The results are revealing. The most notable findings (Table 5) are that tours consume a
large portion of the total vehicle-hours for delivering and the share of stop time varies with
the low values of round trips (i.e., 5%). We can see that as the number of stops increases,
the time spent for at-customer operations decreases, with an incidence for longer tours of
about 30%.
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Table 5. Parking demand.

Verona Rovigo Venice Treviso Vicenza Belluno

parking demand
(tours produced)

Class 1 1495 1694 5272 3025 4315 780
Class 2 16,399 14,387 34,704 27,204 36,890 7328
Class 3 9273 13,187 26,048 17,203 20,713 8385
Class 4 61,015 48,412 98,118 75,533 90,156 44,653

Total [minutes] 88,182 77,680 164,142 122,966 152,074 61,147

Total [h] 1469.7 1294.7 2735.7 2049.4 2534.6 1019.1

As shown in Table 5 and Figure 6, tours increase with population. Such a trend is
understandable as also confirmed by investigation by Holguín-Veras et al. [45,46]. In areas
with high population density, the shops tend to be smaller, with few spaces for storage. This
produces a higher number of tours and stops given that smaller deliveries are performed
and during the same travel more than one customer is served.
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Expressed in relation to the distance from the area to serve, the total time spent in
parking decreases as the distance rises. This result does not stand in contrast to what is
expected given that longer tours consist of tours with many stops and subsequently low
shipment size, which requires a short time to be delivered.

5. Conclusions

This paper presented some developments in delivery tour analysis in order to calibrate
a model to evaluate the number of tours starting from a traffic zone. In particular, a discrete
choice model was calibrated using FCD related to light freight vehicles.

The dataset for model calibration consists of more than 8520 tours undertaken in
60 days from the province of Padua. Some specific aspects of tour patterns are considered,
such as the number of trips per tour (it emerged that about 24% of tours are composed
of two trips) and tour distribution by time interval (20% of tours start from 7:00 to 8:00).
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Finally, considering the four classes of tours (in relation to the number of stops per tour)
a first calibration of a model able to foresee the number of tours starting from an origin
zone was developed. The calibrated model is a logit model where the utility function is
expressed as a linear combination of the following attributes: the number of wholesalers
and the population in the origin zone, the (average) distance between the origin zone and
the other zones in the study area. Besides this, the model has been calibrated by considering
different classes in terms of the number of stops with a coincidence ratio between observed
and modelled tours that ranges from −3% to +18%. To gain insight into the overall volume
of freight traffic in real-life environments, the model was used to quantify the total freight
delivery tours of the other six provinces of the Veneto Region, which have various sizes.
The resulting estimates were used to obtain comparative statistics.

One of the most important findings of this study refers to parking demand. Using
the parking duration data collected, the paper analyzed the stop duration patterns and
compared them to the total tour duration ones. The parking needs of freight vehicles are
more than proportional to their traffic. This implies that allocating curbside space to that
generic class of vehicles on the basis of their total traffic (under the assumption that freight
vehicles follow shorter duration patterns than passengers in the peak hours) is bound to
underestimate the space needs.

A further development of this study germinates from such findings: improving
the results and applying more advanced machine-learning techniques that allow further
features to be included in model specification and modelling accuracy to be improved.
Further investigations should cover the influence of socio-economic attributes (such as
retail size) on tour definition, and departure time choice vis-à-vis the relationship with
time window access restrictions.
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